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N O T E  F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R  

Note from the editor . . .  now doesn 't that sound fancy? Anybody would think

I 've got a powerhouse of a company behind me ,  but alas no ,  it 's just us four

trying to do our best .  I say four because Rio and Inés certainly bring the

cute factor .  Such good models !  

It 's been forever since I shared a magazine issue with you all .  Truth be told ,

life keeps getting in the way .  Every single day ,  I set myself out to do it and

then I 'm pulled in a different direction .  A dog wanting a walk ,  a baby

wanting feeding ,  the clothes pile staring at me begging to be washed or

the guilt to clean the apartment during every nap time .  In fact ,  the irony is ,

I 've just got Ines to sleep and within seconds of starting to write this ,  bright

eyes are staring at me longing to be given attention . . .

I 'm now typing one handed whilst playing with her and her teddy .  The life

of a mother ,  hey?

 

It turns out ,  every time I try and sit down and write ,  things that I 've written

before are now outdated .   The time I once had to dedicate a full day to

writing has just disappeared .  Vanished .  Taken up by cuddles ,  feeding

sessions ,  playtime and endless changing .  

So much has been done since my last update ,  I 've enrolled to university

(more on that later . . . ) and been to 7 countries in the meantime .  I know ,  I

know ,  time to holiday but no time to write - I need to get my priorities

straight !  

Without further ado ,  get comfy and let 's get to it . ,  



W A I T  A  M I N U T E . . . I N É S ! ?

For those of you that don 't know (now where have you been?!) ,  we

welcomed Inés Lucerna into the world on Sunday 24th October 2021 .  Born

at 6 :20pm ,  she lives up to her name - both little light and joy .  What a

poetic name ,  hey?

I remember being led to the delivery room and the lovely midwife asking

me what she is going to be called . . .  "Inés Lucerna Joy" I said (in agony I may

add) ,  and her response "what an artistic name ,  she 's going to be famous

one day . . .  or an artist .  What a beautiful name" .  If only she knew how many

people were waiting on little Ines '  arrival !  I did have a little laugh to myself

on the way up .  

I can take full credit for the name . . .though Alex did have to veto a few

before we got here .  Inés is a traditional Spanish name ,  Lucerna means

'lantern '  or 'a little light '  or 'lamp ' .  It felt very apt for our own little light of

Joy .  

She was born at the IMED in Benidorm .  The experience was not good at all ,

but I 'm so glad that it all worked out in the end !

She is such a smiley baby ,  we really can 't imagine what life was like before

she was here anymore !  We 're having the best time watching her learn ,

explore and grow every single day .  My little Scorpio baby .   



1 2  C O U N T R I E S  B Y  1 2  M O N T H S

Could Inés be the first baby in Europe to visit 12 countries in 12 months? I 've scoured

the internet up and down and it seems only one other baby has (publicly

documented) visited 12 countries by their 1st birthday ,  and this baby is in America !

I 've seen plenty of travel bloggers attempt the 12 in 12 challenge ,  but i 've never seen

a baby tackle this challenge . . .  until Inés !

It seems we 're well on target with 9 countries already under her wing at just under 8

months old and it 's looking more and more likely that 12 and beyond will be

completed really soon .

We 're incredibly fortunate that in Spain there are 16 weeks paternity leave ,  which has

allowed for us to travel .  It does come with its downsides that women are only offered

16 weeks maternity too ,  but I wasn 't entitled to any !  (sob) . 

So why are we doing it? 

While travelling with a baby may seem like a daunting or pointless task ,  experts state

that it can significantly boost development .  Travel can expand a child ’s world ,

making them more empathetic toward cultural differences and helping them

become more resilient and adaptable to changing situations .  Studies also show it

does shape their linguistic development ,  even as early as babies .  

I ’m excited to see how this road trip will impact Inés ’  development and milestones

again .  Every time we ’ve travelled ,  we ’ve seen huge leaps and bounds in her gross and

fine motor skills and changes in her speech ,  understanding and all-round

development .  The new experiences ,  the new people ,  the new sights and sounds .  They

are all impacting her personality and development in arguably one of the most

crucial years where a person does their most growth and learning in any other year

of their life .

So ,  let 's talk country number 1 .  Her first stay away from home .  Her first country .  Her

homeland .  Her birthplace .   Forever a part of her identity .  This is ,  of course ,  Spain !  We

have plenty of Spain stories to share ,  but let 's start with the first one ,  shall we?  



C O U N T R Y  N U M B E R  O N E  -  S P A I N  

We packed our bags and headed North. At 3
months old, Inés is taking her first trip away
from home and embarking on her first
adventure. We submitted her passport
application from Spain and was pleasantly
surprised with how quick the process and
delivery was. The delay was the Spain side of
things (anybody here surprised?). 

We had to apply for grandparents birth and
marriage certif icates, along with our birth
certif icates which were all easy to do. The slow
part was getting hold of Inés' birth certif icate. 
 In case it interests anybody, the certif icate you
need is a "l iteral certficado de nacimiento". In
true Spain style, these birth certif icates along
with marriage certif icates are only valid for
three months before you have to apply again. 

Yep, there's no "originals" here. In the case of new applications, a birth certif icate
must not be over 3 months old. You also need a less than 3 month old Padron etc etc
etc to register the birth in Spain and even get close to getting a "l ibro de familia" and
the birth certif icate. Yep, it was a palaver! But, just before Christmas, her passport
arrived and we were able to book a trip! 

We packed up the car, which needed a lot more stuff. Stuff is the best word I can
come up with. Who even knows what we packed? All I  know is a travel cot and a
pushchair means Alex and I found our (minimal) clothes stuffed into one case, whilst
Inés sprawled herself across multiple cases, and a changing bag! Babies certainly
don't travel l ight, do they? 

Driving north at 5pm, we had a pleasant drive. Inés was great sleeping the entire way.
Oh, how I wish I could go back and tell both of us to WAKE UP THAT BABY. We were in
for the worst night sleep and were blissfully unaware at this point. We arrived to
Hotel Catalonia Park Guell sometime after 11pm, and it wouldn't be until 5:30am that
any of us would get any sleep. Somehow, at 6:30am, we're all up again and getting
ready to walk to Park Guell to marvel at the architecture of Gaudi. 

The walk to Park Guell is a pretty steep and difficult one with some off-track walking
too. Let me paint you a picture, it 's 7:30am, neither of us have slept, I  havent had
coffee yet and pushchair wheels are getting stuck in the gravel and starting to try and
topple over. Guess who wasn't the happiest of bunnies? If you guessed Alex...  you're
wrong ha! 

B a r c e l o n a



Park Guell wasn't as magical as past visits, which was a huge disappointment. Rio
wasn't able to go as many places as previous times and they wouldn't let us in the
park before 8am as we got there 'too close'. For context, if you arrive to Park Guell
before ticketing hours, you can enter for free, that includes the monument area. 

I guess they noticed this time we were tourists (possibly, read definitely, the bickering
on my part!).  We had to stand outside and book the tickets and wait with other
tourists, whilst the locals just wandered in with their dogs. Although the tickets aren't
expensive, it was the moral of it.  We're all there before 8am. LET US IN!

Anyway, the park architecture is spectacular and if our ticket goes towards
maintaining it,  I ' l l  al low it! 

Inés was fascinated by the colours on the mosaics and Rio was just happy to be
wandering around a park. The weather was glorious and such a clear day, which
meant the view over Barcelona was fabulous. We spent over an hour meandering
through the park and walking off the tiredness. It 's amazing what some fresh air can
do!

 It will come as very little surprise to you all, that we did not make it to anywhere else in
Barcelona! Instead, we headed straight north again ready to visit country number 2... France! 



A L E X ' S  S P A C E  
Hi Everyone !

I can ’t actually remember my last ramblings in the magazine ,  but Lauren

tells me it was before Inés was born .  I feel a quick round up of the last 8

months is how this is going to go .

The birth of Inés was an intense if not surreal experience .  It took so long

but then again happened so quickly ,  which I think is just like the past 8

months have been in general .

We are getting ready to go on road trip number 3 and this one might

possibly be the best one yet .  I am aware how lucky I have been to have so

much paternity leave to spend the time with Inés ,  Lauren and Rio .  We have

spent that time in the best way making so many memories and ensuring

she experiences as much as possible .

From playing on the beaches with Rio in the north of Spain to just trying to

stay awake for another minute to not miss the Eiffel Tower twinkling away .

Staying the night in a castle ,  playing in the snow her face has lit up

countless times as she takes it all in .

The sight and sounds on her travels have been something else ,  not to say

that when we have been home there have been moments I will treasure

forever .  From dancing her to sleep around the living room listening to

Disney piano music ,  and watching Oklahoma City basketball on tv all this in

the early hours of the morning just us two .  Watching her just adore Rio and

follow his every movement with such admiration .

Becoming a Dad has changed my life and I wouldn ’t want it any other way .



R I O  P U P D A T E
Rio has been absolutely amazing stepping into his new role as a big

brother .  He adores Inés so much ,  he 'll sit by her side or underneath her

pushchair and lets me know if she needs me .  He really is fantastic .

Spaniels are known for darting left ,  right and centre when something

catches their eye on a walk ,  but he 's been incredible walking so

amazingly ,  with his teddy bear in his mouth ,  next to the pushchair ,

without needing to be told .

He had a wonderful time on his road trip ,  and managed to visit another

country with us ,  Belgium .  In Amsterdam ,  he was truly treated like a king

at the DoubleTree Centraal Station .  The SkyLounge on the rooftop

terrace is dog friendly too ,  along with the Eastwood restaurant ,  and he

absolutely loved being in there and getting lots of attention .  The hotel

is absolutely gorgeous and surprised so many people that it 's dog

friendly .  

We 're often asked about travelling with dogs ,  and with Rio being so

easy going it 's super easy ,  but if you can ,  I definitely recommend

travelling with your pooch .  There 's so many lovely hotels that are dog

friendly (usually incur a small cleaning fee) ,  

@kingcavrio



If you need to visit an emergency vet ,  then I ’d recommend going to Marina

Baixa Veternario Hospital in Alfas del Pi ,  which is open 24 hours a day 7 days a

week .  

We only very recently had to make use of the emergency vet when Rio took a

turn for the worst one night .  Heading into severe dehydration and dropping

weight drastically ,  he couldn 't wait for his own vet .  

We were once again very impressed with the care and attention the vet took

with Rio .  They were attentive and always happy to take our phone calls to give

us updates whilst he had his two nights admitted .

We were able to visit him and were generally impressed with how quickly they

assessed him and started treatment .  We 're pleased to say Rio is completely on

the mend now and fully back to his normal self !  

If you need a vet with less urgency ,  you can make an appointment and visit

Clinica Veterinaria Avda .  del Mediterráneo ,  which is located near Broadway

Club just off the main strip .  Their phone number to make an appointment (una

cita in Spanish) is +34 965 86 80 09 .

E M E R G E N C Y  V E T  N E A R  T O  B E N I D O R M  



P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

Now summer is on its way , Benidorm is

enjoying the lighter nights although we

don 't see much of them , and the sun

certainly has some strength behind it .  The

sun is setting around 9 :20pm at the moment

and getting later every single day . We 're

getting regular temperatures of around 32ºC ,

Weather 

Paris might not be everybody 's

cup of tea , but it sure is Inés ' .

The way her face lit up to the

lights of The Eiffel Tower is

something that we 'll treasure

for all time . 

Photo of the

Month

Facebook.com/diaryofaspanglishgirl 

@imlaurenbate



From 19th to 24th June ,  it ’s San Juan “Hogueras” (bonfires) which is my favourite

festival .  On the night of 23-24 June ,  and coinciding with summer solstice

celebrations ,  tradition states that people take a dip in the sea to purify themselves

at midnight .  On this day ,  everybody takes a picnic to one of the beaches at sunset

and usually there is a huge festival of live music .

Certain festivals seem to summarise life in Spain ,  with its love of having a good

time in the company of friends and loved ones .  The Night of San Juan is definitely

one of these events .  It is a celebration that is held on the beach with roaring

bonfires ,  lots of drink ,  food ,  and friends .  It is a memorable ,  almost surreal scene and

one that needs to be experienced ,  it 's an amazing night in Benidorm .  

Top tip :  Have your picnic at Poniente beach and then head to La Cala de Finestrat

beach for a proper local experience .  La Cala usually have much more on in terms of

entertainment .

The summer solstice is a magical night in much of the northern hemisphere ,  but

here in Spain ,  it 's amazing !

L A  N O C H E  D E  S A N  J U A N



You didn 't think I was going to let some

moaning Minnies completely ruin a

good thing ,  did you? Oh no ,  I just

needed to find brekkydorm a new home

for a while and block the moaners

before I carried it on !

This brekkydorm is one I definitely

recommend you having a try of during

the summer months if you like eggs !  

 

scrambled egg (huevos revueltos) and

crushed avocado (aguacate) on toast

topped with some seeds and finished

off with a cooling iced latte .  An

absolute dream on a hot morning .  

The eggs are always done to perfection .

Inés can vouch for this one too as she 's

usually munching through my huevos

revueltos too !  

� Madness Cafe Poniente

# B R E K K Y D O R M

S U M M E R  2 0 2 1



The investment policy for the renovation ,  improvement ,  modernization and

digitization of the Benidorm City Council Potable Water system network and

facilities ,  together with Hidraqua ,  guarantees quality of service throughout the

year in an infrastructure in an 8 .8 million euros investment .

A key element of the process is that Benidorm plant ,  through the digitization

and machining of processes ,  is not only capable of adapting to demand but is

also able to seek greater water and energy efficiency ,  guaranteeing the quality of

the water at all times .

The integral water cycle that must be adequately sized and adapted to modern

technology to be able to meet the demand both in winter and summer and to

be able to vary the treated flow ,  currently being able to go from treating from a

minimum flow rate of 208 litres per second to 750 litres per second .  These rates

are necessary since in the summer months the average demand is 500 litres per

second .

The improvements introduced in the water purification system in Benidorm

ensure that ,  in episodes of strong rains ,  the dragging of land that this type of

precipitation entails ,  Benidorm has always been able to guarantee water in

perfect sanitary conditions ,  both for its inhabitants as for tourism .

B E N I D O R M  G U A R A N T E E S  T H E

Q U A L I T Y  O F  T H E  W A T E R  I N  I T S

D R I N K I N G  N E T W O R K



Toni Pérez highlights that the action "will greatly improve mobility because it

offers more possibilities to those who enter Benidorm through Poniente"

The new roads of the Poniente Plan are open to pedestrian and  traffic .  It is an

action that has been carried out during the last year ,  which has allowed the

creation of more than 500 free parking spaces ,  and the construction of new

streets ,  avenues and viewpoints ,  with an area of   about 40 ,000 square meters ,

within a plot which covers a total of 131 ,200 square meters .  The completion of

the works ,  which has meant an investment ten million euros .

Most of the new roads have been made by clearing slopes or embankment

formations .  In some cases ,  depending on the project ,  it has been necessary to

introduce containment elements to confine the land ,  .

The urbanization of this sector has generated roads such as the extension of

Moralet Avenida to its confluence with Armada Española ,  the extension of

Mexico Avenida ,  the extension of Guatemala Avenida and the creation of two

roundabouts .

P O N I E N T E  O P E N S  N E W  R O A D S



If there 's ever a time I can 't find my moisturiser ,  do you know where it is?

It 's in Alex 's toiletry bag .  

Clinique never fails and this   72 Hour Auto-Replenishing Hydrator is

absolute hit in our household .  It 's a super moisturising gel without being

sticky or tacky .  It 's ideal for deep rehydration in the winter when the cold

wind is blowing and tackling skin ,  but also ideal in the summer when it ;s

far too hot for thick creams that feel like they don 't allow your skin to

breathe .  Plus ,  I hate the feel of cream when you 're sweating !

Speaking of summer ,  one of the highlights of the Clinique moisture surge

is it provides an element of a cooling sensation thanks to its gel formula .  I

don 't know about you ,  but i 'll do anything to keep cool - especially during

this heatwave .  Knowing it 's keeping my skin hydrated and moisturised is

just a bonus at this point !

I 've read some reviews online too and it seems the vast majority echo our

thoughts ,  with many saying their partner has started to sneak it into their

day too .  Interestingly ,  people with oily skin also said it was great for them

and made their skin less oily .  I started with a mini and then bought the

full size one and I dont regret it .  It 's a little pricey but it 's lasted us ages -

especially as you don 't need to use much to get results .

Looking for a moisturiser? I recommend getting a sample and giving this

one a try !  If you 're looking for a cheaper dupe ,  I 'd recommend trying

Bioderma Hydratio Serum .   

C L I N I Q U E  M O I S T U R E  S U R G E
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A  S P E C I A L  M E N T I O N  G O E S  O U T

 T O  O U R  P A T R O N S . . .

without your support ,  the videos ,  photos and magazine

and everything else wouldn 't be possible .  You help to keep

the spanglish cogs turning !  It is this money that helps us

to keep brekkydorm going ,  helps us to do our trips ,  and

funds the hours spent writing and photographing and the

caffeine fuel it takes after bedtime !  To keep the website

running yearly (£250) and to fund the software that

creates this magazine (£12 a month) we are always running

on a loss .

With support starting at £2 a month ,  you can help keep 

 these things running and you can receive some nice

things in return ,  like a special mention in the magazine ,

merchandise ,  1 :1 Spanish classes ,  follows back on social

media and more (tier dependant ! ) .   

To join our patreon please visit patreon .com/benidorm



Instagram favourites

@imlaurenbate

 

Montreux
 

Paris Amsterdam



oniente Beach area has been the location selected to present part of the
proposals for the new Zara Man collection.

Zara has once again chosen Benidorm as the setting for an international campaign ,  in

this case ,  Zara Men Fashion .  The new collection can be seen on the brand 's website

through images taken on the beach in Poniente .

A series of photographs "in which the city is clearly identified ,  in elements such as the

first line of Poniente or the Tossal de La Cala" ,  as pointed out today by the mayor ,  Toni

Pérez ,  who recalled that "the firm has already chosen Benidorm in May 2021 for the

launch of its lingerie and swimwear line” .

Toni Pérez has highlighted that "the climate and light of Benidorm ,  together with its

beaches and a unique skyline in Spain ,  are a powerful claim for brands and also the

main assets of the city to position itself more and better in the segment of advertising” .

Added to these circumstances ,  he added ,  "is added the great work and professionalism

of Benidorm Film Office ,  which undoubtedly favour companies wanting to repeat

themselves in our city and launch their products on the market with it as a backdrop" .

Z A R A  C H O O S E S  B E N I D O R M

F O R  A  N E W  I N T E R N A T I O N A L

C A M P A I G N



TUNA STEAK 
SALAD

Chop all the salad up and throw into a bowl. Bitesize is the key here I think when

comes to salad. With the pomegranate, I used half, so by cutting it in half and half

again it is fairly easy to get the seeds out. 

Once all the salad is chopped up, time to add the seasoning, half a lemon, flax seed,

sesame seeds and black pepper then toss it all up to mix it all in and spread that

flavour about.

Salad done, time to pan fry the Tuna steaks. As Tuna is quite meaty you can cook

Tuna as if it was steak, it just won't need as long. With the heat fairly high and some

olive oil in pan, cook on one side for a few minutes and then flip over and cook on

other side for couple more. Do not panic that it is still red on the inside when you cut

into it, think of it like your normal steak done to medium. 

As the heat hits here in Benidorm, something about fish and salad that just seems

cooling, this is based on no fact just my opinion, but this feels like a real summer

evening easy dinner.

1.

2.

3.

A 3 step dinner an absolute winner. As ever mix and match with what you have and

like. I go by sight so how much of an ingredient you use, use your judgment and what I

have put as a guide rather than a rule.
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Tuna Steaks

Now for salad you can include what you

want. We went for the following last

night.

Spinach, Iceberg lettuce, Kale, Cherry

tomatoes, Red pepper, Cucumber, Avocado

and Pomegranate.I also added lemon, flax

seed seasame seeds and black pepper to

make it not bland.

Feel free to add your own salad

ingredients, maybe even some feta cheese. 

Alex's Cooking Corner



THEME PARK OPENING TIMES
Aqualandia: OPEN

Open from 10:00-19:00
 

Terra Mitica:  OPEN
Open from 10:30-19:30

 
Aqua Natura: OPEN

Open from 10:30-18:00 weekdays and 10:30-19:30 weekends
 

Terra Natura: OPEN
Open from 10:00-19:00 on weekdays and 20:00 on weekends

 

goodbye masks

Masks are no longer compulsory
in Benidorm except on public

transport, in pharmacies and in
medical buildings. 

bye bye forms!

If you are fully vaccinated you no
longer need to complete a health

form to enter spain. You will
need your covid pass though!
Not vaccinated? No problem.

Bring your negative test and fill
in a health form to enter,



CURRENTLY...

WATCHING 

LISTENING

USING

Stranger Things 4! We are obsessed
with this season and on the edge of our
seats waiting to find out what is going
to happen next in Hawkins! 

Inés has us listening to a whole lot of
Disney right now and I'm not
complaining. Though, she is loving a
lot of 80's songs too. Vienna by Billy
Joel seems to be on repeat too... I
wonder why.  

The whole world has gone wordle mad...me
included! I'm doing my daily wordle in
English and Spanish. Great way to brush up
on vocabulary too! 



ENSALADILLA RUSA

It’s one of the most common dishes in any Spanish tapas bar, and you either love it

or hate it. I am not a fan of potato salad anyway, so I'm not here to fight the corner

for the salad, but many people rave about it being light and refreshing especially in

the summer months. If you do like a potato salad, I'm going to hazard a guess that

you'll enjoy this staple tapas dish. 

In Spain, your typical ensaladilla rusa recipe includes potatoes, peas, and carrots,

and it is typical to add tuna as well. In some places, especially southern Spain like 

 Seville and Cadiz, they sometimes add shrimp and hard boiled egg.

Despite the Russian name, ensaladilla Rusa has become as Spanish as you can get,

and is an important dish in Spain’s culinary history. 

It is commonly eaten as a starter or appetiser.  

Please note, despite its name, it has zero connections with Russia. 

tasty tapas 

"RUSSIAN POTATO SALAD"



The Cathedral-Basilica of Our Lady of the Pillar (Spanish:

Catedral-Basílica de Nuestra Señora del Pilar) is a Roman

Catholic church in the city of Zaragoza, Aragon (Spain). 

The church of Our Lady of the Pilar in Zaragoza, is the

first church dedicated to Mary in history and it remains

standing to this day, having survived invasions and wars –

in the Spanish Civil War of 1936-1939 three bombs were

dropped on the church, fortunately none of them

exploded.

Today, the Basilica de Nuestra Senora del Pilar, as it is

formally known, includes 11 brightly colored tiled domes

and is the second biggest church in Spain (only the

cathedral in Seville is larger). construction was begun in

1681 under the direction of King Charles II.

The beautiful cathedral is well worth a visit and makes

for absoliutely stunning photos, no matter what the

angle.  

PHOTOGRAPHY IN FOCUS

nuestra
lady pilar 
The first church

dedicated to Mary

in history.

 
Taken by Alex Joy using an

iPhone 11.

THIS ISSUE'S
FEATURED
PHOTO

Alex Joy Photography

https://www.zaragoza.es/ciudad/turismo/en/que-visitar/detalle_Monumento?id=32


We hope you have enjoyed this issue of Spanglish
magazine, a free seasonal subscription magazine. Written
and edited by Lauren Bate, also known as, Diary of a
Spanglish Girl. This magazine contains features from Alex
Joy. All photographs and articles are copyright to Lauren
Bate and may not be reproduced without prior written
consent. 

If you'd like to submit an article for consideration please
email diaryofaspanglishgirl@gmail.com with your pitch.
For all advertising or collaboration requests please
contact diaryofaspanglishgirl@gmail.com
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